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NEW TITLE



SEEKING THE KING (W/T)
왕을 찾아서

DIRECTOR

WON Shin-yeon
Memoir of a Murderer｜The Suspect｜
The Battle: Roar to Victory

CAST

KOO Kyo-hwan
D.P (Netflix)｜Kill Boksoon (Netflix)｜
Peninsula｜Kingdom (Netflix)

YOO Jae-myung
Song of the Bandits (Netflix) ｜
Kingmaker｜Vincenzo (TV)

Seohyun (Member of SNSD)
Song of the Bandits (Netflix)｜
Love and Leashes (Netflix)

Eric ROBERTS
Dark Knight｜The Expendables｜
Inherent Vice｜HITMEN

VFX

WYSIWYGSTUDIOS
Alchemy of Souls (TV)｜
Hansan: Rising Dragon｜
The Penthouse: War in Life (TV)｜
Space Sweepers

Sci-fi, Action, Drama
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024
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The director from ‘THE BATTLE: ROAR TO 
VICTORY’ is back with the robot action 

blockbuster in Korea, teaming up with the 
VFX specialists from ‘SPACE SWEEPERS’ and 

‘HANSAN: RISING DRAGON!’

In 1980, a giant robot crash-land in the one-of-a-kind village 
‘Punchball’ located in the demilitarized zone near the 38th par-
allel! A remarkable blockbuster robot movie unfolds, depicting 
the life-or-death struggle of the military officer ‘Do-jin(KOO 
Kyo-hwan),’ who is determined to protect the people of Punch-
ball from the ruthless attacks of the combined forces of South 
Korea and the United States, with the extraordinary giant robot 
‘Cheol-i.’



UPCOMING TITLES



THE ROUNDUP: PUNISHMENT
범죄도시 4

DIRECTOR

HEO Myeong-haeng
Hwangya(w/t)
As a Stunt Coordinator:
The Roundup | Hunt | Ashfall |
Extreme Job | Train to Busan

CAST

Don LEE 
The Roundup franchise |
Eternals | Ashfall | Train to Busan |
The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil

KIM Moo-yul
Honest Candidate 1, 2 |
The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil |
Forgotten

Crime, Action
In Post-Production
Q2, 2024

No retreat, no mercy: unyielding pursuit of 
justice! Directed by Korea’s stunt maestro, the 
enhanced action and intricate fights propel the 

franchise to new heights

The Beast Cop(Don LEE) is back to hunt down the mob behind 
the largest illegal online gambling business. As the largest ac-
tion franchise to ever come out of Korea, Ma’s punishment for 
the bad never stops, even against the most invincible vil-
lain(KIM Moo-yul) he has ever confronted.
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THE WILD
더 와일드 : 야수들의 전쟁

DIRECTOR

KIM Bong-han 
Ordinary Person | The Golden Holiday

CAST

PARK Sung-woong
The Great Battle | OK! Madam |
The Dude in Me | The Shameless |
New World

OH Dae-hwan
Deliver Us From Evil | Tomb of the River | 
The Great Battle | The King

Action, Noir 
In Post-Production
Q4, 2023

Two friends, diverging paths, a web of 
betrayal — featuring PARK Sung-woong of the 

Legendary Korean Noir ‘NEW WORLD’

Woo-chul(PARK Sung-woong) used to be a successful boxer, but 
he had to go to prison because his opponent died in the middle 
of a match. Now that he’s been released, he intends to become 
a model citizen. Meanwhile, his friend Do-shik(OH Dae-hwan) 
will do whatever it takes to get ahead. After choosing different 
paths, they will be forced to plot against and betray one anoth-
er.
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PORORO POPSTAR ADVENTURE
뽀로로 극장판 슈퍼스타 대모험

DIRECTOR

YOON Jae-wan
Pororo Dragon Castle Adventure |
Pororo Dinosaur Island Adventure

KIM Seong-min (Feature Debut)

PRODUCTION COMPANY

OCON STUDIOS
DIBO & FRIENDS (TV) |
Super Z (TV) | Pororo franchise

Family, Adventure
In Post-Production
Dec, 2023

Celebrating its 20th anniversary, the famous 
‘Pororo’ and his friends begin a new adventure 

to win the biggest singing contest ever!

Pororo and his friends are an inch away from winning a singing 
contest which they joined purely for fun. As they advance closer 
and closer to the final round, the villain Big Ben’s petty jealousy 
grows. Will Pororo and his friends survive the distractions 
thrown against them by Big Ben and eventually win the 
superstar contest?
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THE WOMAN IN THE WHITE CAR
하얀 차를 탄 여자

DIRECTOR

Christine KO (Feature Debut)

CAST

JUNG Ryeo-won
Gate | Castaway on the Moon |
Diary of a Prosecutor (TV) 

LEE Jung-eun
Our Blues (TV) | Parasite

PRODUCTION COMPANY

SLL
Itaewon Class | Reborn Rich (TV) | 
My Liberation Notes (TV)

B.A. ENTERTAINMENT
Big Bet (Disney+) | Revenant (TV) | 
The Roundup Franchise

Drama, Thriller
In Post-Production
Q4, 2023

The producers of ‘THE ROUNDUP’ franchise 
and Disney+ series ‘BIG BET’ are back with a 
thriller that unveils the mystery of a blood-

covered woman

Hyun-ju(LEE Jung-eun), a kind-hearted small-town cop with a 
razor-sharp mind, is summoned by the local hospital to deal 
with Do-kyung(JUNG Ryeo-won), who has arrived carrying the 
limp body of her sister, believed to have been stabbed in a vio-
lent attack by her controlling fiance. Hyun-ju, herself a victim of 
domestic abuse, is sympathetic until she finds holes in Do-
kyung’s statement. Her suspicions are further aroused when it 
transpires that the injured woman is not Do-kyung’s sister and 
Do-kyung’s real sister is missing.
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SPRING GARDEN
늘봄가든

DIRECTOR

KU Born
The Medium (Producer) |
The Great Battle (Producer)

CAST

JO Yoon-hee
LUCK-KEY I The Magician |
The Con Artists

KIM Joo-ryoung
Squid Game (Netflix)

Horror, Thriller
In Post-Production
Q1, 2024

The producer of the Thai-Korean horror 
sensation ‘THE MEDIUM’ returns with a 

supernatural thriller set in a haunted house in 
Korea!

So-hee(JO Yoon-hee), who enjoys a blissful life with her loving 
husband, and a baby on the way, wakes up in bed to find her 
husband hung himself right above her. Before she can process 
his death and the shock that caused her to lose her baby, she 
discovers that her husband left her a house in a remote area. 
This mysterious house has everything the couple hoped for in 
their dream house, but once the glamor wears off, an eerie feel-
ing remains. As So-hee feels that a strange presence is going 
after her life, she begins to get suspicious and believes this 
house has something to do with her husband’s death.
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MIDNIGHT SUN
태양의 노래

DIRECTOR

CHO Young-jun
The Preparation | Interview

CAST

JUNG Ji-so
The Glory (Netflix)
The Cursed: Dead Man’s Prey |
Holy Night: Demon Hunters | Parasite

CHA Hak-yeon (Member of VIXX)
Bad and Crazy (TV) | Mine (TV)

MUSIC DIRECTOR

LEE Chan-hyuk (Member of AKMU)

Music, Romance
In Post-Production
Q1, 2024

A Korean remake of a legendary Japanese 
romance starring ‘PARASITE’ and ‘WSG 

WANNABE’ star JUNG Ji-so X the rising star 
CHA Hak-yeon(VIXX), with beautiful songs 

composed by LEE Chan-Hyuk(AKMU)

Mi-sol(JUNG Ji-so), who has the XP disease, cannot be exposed 
to sunlight due to her medical condition. She always stays 
home in order to avoid sunlight, and finds joy in singing. One 
day, Mi-sol’s life shifts as she falls in love with a boy outside of 
her window, Min-jun(CHA Hak-yeon), who runs a fruit truck in 
the neighborhood. Despite the great obstacle of her disease, 
they manage to grow their romance and dream together of 
their future. Min-jun’s support for Mi-sol’s dream helps her work 
up the courage to sing for a bigger audience.
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HORROR NIGHTS
호러 나이츠

DIRECTOR

JO Hang-jin
Space Jungle (TV)

PRODUCTION COMPANY

OCON STUDIOS
DIBO & FRIENDS (TV) |
Super Z (TV) | Pororo franchise

Horror, Mystery, Thriller
Series: 10mins X 13eps
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

An omnibus series about the most horrifying 
experiences—selected in the official 

competition of Annecy 2023—the K-Horror 
animation will haunt your life forever!

Created in innovative styles, various episodes of the new K-hor-
ror animation series cover different setups, ranging from a de-
livery man’s story to a story taking place at a convenience store. 
The horrifying Korean ghost stories rooted in odd situations 
that emerge in our ordinary lives will send chills down your 
spine.
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FOLLOWING
그녀가 죽었다

DIRECTOR

KIM Se-hwi (Feature Debut)

CAST

BYUN Yo-han
On The Line | The Book of Fish |
Will You Be There? | Mr. Sunshine (TV)

SHIN Hae-sun
Collectors | Innocence |
A Violent Prosecutor | Stranger (TV)

Thriller, Suspense
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

When a man’s obsession with spying takes a 
dark turn: stalking a mysterious instagram star 

leads to unforeseen consequences

Realtor Jung-tae(BYUN Yo-han)’s hobby is sneaking into 
strangers’ homes and peeping into their lives. One day, an unfa-
miliar face in the area grabs his attention-an Instagram star, So-
ra(SHIN Hae-sun). Miraculously, So-ra leaves her house key at 
Jung-tae’s agency and Jung-tae visits her home whenever he 
can, thrilled and excited. Like any other day, Jung-tae makes 
another visit and finds what he hadn’t expected: the dead body 
of So-ra.. Even worse, all evidences say that Jung-tae is the 
criminal. Can he find the real killer and clear his name?
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PORTRAIT OF A FAMILY
비광

DIRECTOR

LEE Ji-won
Miss Baek

CAST

RYU Seung-ryong 
Extreme Job | Roaring Currents |
Miracle in Cell No.7 | Kingdom (Netflix) 

HA Ji-won
Pawn | As One | Haeundae |
Secret Garden (TV) | Empress Ki (TV)

KIM Sia
Ashfall | The House of Us | Miss Baek |
Kingdom: Ashin of the North (Netflix) 

Family, Noir
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

RYU Seung-ryong, from ‘EXTREME JOB’ and 
‘KINGDOM,’ returns in a riveting family noir, 

depicting a celebrity couple’s desperate battle 
to save their beloved

Baseball player Jung-gu(RYU Seung-ryong) and movie star 
Nam-mi(HA Ji-won) are a celebrity couple who are blissfully 
happy in their career and marriage. One day, a girl named 
Dong-ju(KIM Sia) shows up and the couple’s lives are destroyed 
instantly. Seven years later, as Dong-ju gets involved in the 
death of a middle school girl, Jung-gu and Nam-mi decide to 
fight a battle they have no chance of winning. Will they be able 
to get back what they once had and return home? 
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ONE WIN
1 승

DIRECTOR

SHIN Yeon-shick
Cobweb (Writer) | Cassiopeia |
Dongju, The Portrait of a Poet (Writer) |
Romans 8:37 | The Russian Novel

CAST

SONG Kang-ho 
Cobweb | Broker | Parasite | 
A Taxi Driver | Snowpiercer | 
Memories of Murder

PARK Jeong-min
Deliver Us From Evil | 
Time To Hunt (Netflix) | 
Svaha: the Sixth Finger | 
Hellbound (Netflix)

Comedy, Drama
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

SONG Kang-ho, the iconic star of ‘PARASITE’, 
steps in as coach for a chaotic women’s 

volleyball team, their salvation hinging on a 
single crucial win!

A former volleyball star, Woo-jin(SONG Kang-ho) has been 
struggling to keep his children’s volleyball school that’s about 
to go out of business. Left without much choice, he agrees to 
coach a women’s volleyball team that is the unquestioned 
worst in the league with only secondrate players and an eccen-
tric club owner(PARK Jeong-min). According to Woo-jin’s con-
tract, all he needs to do is win just ‘one’ game.
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THUNDERSTRUCK COP (W/T)
귀신경찰

DIRECTOR

KIM Young-jun
Last Present |
Shadowless Sword | Bichunmoo

CAST

SHIN Hyun-joon
Unstoppable Family | Marrying the Mafia | 
Stairway to Heaven (TV)

KIM Soo-mi
Marrying the Mafia: Returns | 
Granny’s Got Talent | Unstoppable Family |
Meet the In-Laws | Marrying the Mafia

Comedy, Drama
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

The iconic mother-son duo from the legendary 
Korean comedy franchise ‘MARRYING THE 

MAFIA’ reunites for a hilarious tale of a cop who 
unexpectedly gains superpowers

One day, Hyun-joon(SHIN Hyun-joon), a policeman who lives 
with his mother(KIM Soo-mi) and his daughter, attains a super-
power after getting struck by the lightning. After the incident, 
Hyun-joon realizes that there are others who have been going 
through the same situation with him, and gets involved with 
unexpected situations. Will he be able to succeed both, as a fa-
ther who struggles with the relationship with his daughter, and 
as a cop with a superpower who is eager to catch an evil crimi-
nal?
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MISMATCH
미스매치

DIRECTOR

SON Tae-woong
Cadaver

CAST

OH Dae-hwan
Deliver Us From Evil | The King |
The Great Battle | Tomb of the River

OH Yoon-ah
The Cursed: Dead Man’s Prey |
The Undateables (TV)

Comedy, Family
In Post-Production
TBD, 2024

When a man awakens with jumbled memories 
after an accident, his family tree turns into a 

comedic puzzle!

Bong-soo(OH Dae-hwan) loses his memories from an accident, 
which disables him to recognize his family. Due to this condi-
tion, and his ever-increasing odd behaviors, his relationships 
get mixed up. He treats his wife(OH Yoon-ah) as his daughter 
and mistakes her daughter for a friend. Ironically, his friends 
and family start to accept the situation as they derive some 
comfort and warmth from it.
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COMPLETED TITLES



KILLING ROMANCE
킬링 로맨스

Comedy / Apr 14, 2023

A former top celebrity Yeo-rae(LEE Ha-nee) meets and mar-
ries Jonathan(LEE Sun-kyun), the most perfect man one 
could ever ask for. The marriage soon turns out to be fraud 
as Jonathan’s toxic behaviors worsen and torment Yeo-rae. 
One day, Yeo-rae bumps into a fan, Bum-woo(GONG 
Myoung), who happens to be her neighbor. Ignited by the 
encounter with her fan, she schemes a “killer” plan with him 
to retrieve her freedom and fame.

DIRECTOR SYNOPSIS

CAST

LEE Ha-nee
Phantom | Alienoid |
Extreme Job

LEE Sun-kyun
Parasite | A Hard Day |
Helpless | My Mister (TV)

GONG Myoung
Hansan: Rising Dragon |
Extreme Job |
Be Melodramatic (TV)

LEE Won-suk
The Royal Tailor |
How to Use Guys
with Secret Tips

THE ROUNDUP: NO WAY OUT
범죄도시 3

Crime, Action / May 31, 2023

Detective Ma(Don LEE) is back again, now as a part of the 
regional investigation unit. With a new team, he has to catch 
a new villain(LEE Jun-hyuk). On the other hand, Riki(Aoki 
MUNETAKA), the Japanese gangster, adds suspense by join-
ing this fierce battle. Just after “The Roundup” became the 
biggest blockbuster of 2022 in Korea earning over $100 mil-
lion, the director LEE Sang-yong and Don LEE team up again 
to keep up the momentum.

DIRECTOR SYNOPSIS

CAST

Don LEE  
The Roundup franchise | 
Eternals | Ashfall |
Train To Busan

LEE Jun-hyuk 
Along With The Gods | 
Firefighters | Stranger (TV)

Munetaka AOKI
Rorouni Kenshin franchise

LEE Sang-yong
The Roundup

REBOUND
리바운드

Sports, Drama / Apr 5, 2023

Joong-Ang High School was once renowned for its high 
ranked basketball team, but as the years pass and victories 
grow fewer, the school’s social worker KANG Yang-hyun(AHN 
Jae-hong) who was a former minor league basketball play-
er, becomes the head coach. Left over talent refuses to play 
under an inexperienced coach, leaving Coach Kang to pull 
together a ragtag team of sports misfits. The team is pushed 
to their limits, but one final obstacle threatens to destroy 
what little hope was left, until six members agree to return 
for the love of the game and take on the KBA National Tour-
nament. With only six players on their roster, they begin 
knocking on victory’s door.

DIRECTOR SYNOPSIS

CAST

AHN Jae-hong 
Time to Hunt (Netflix) |
Secret Zoo |
Be Melodramatic (TV)

LEE Sin-young
Crash Landing on You (TV) |
Rookie Cops (TV) 

JEONG Jin-woon
(Member of 2AM)
Oh My Ghost | Brother

KIM Taek,
JUNG Gun-joo,
KIM Min, AHN Ji-ho

CHANG Hang-jun
Forgotten I Break Out

MISS FORTUNE
화사한 그녀

Comedy, Drama / Oct 11, 2023

DIRECTOR SYNOPSIS

LEE Seung-jun
The Limit | 
The Spy: Undecover
operation

Ji-hye(UHM Jung-hwa) is a once-successful and beautiful 
swindler, who recently begins failing with her cons and 
dreams of changing her small-job life. Before her retire-
ment, she decides to take on one last job which could 
change her whole life: seducing the son(SONG Sae-byeok) 
of a wealthy art broker family to steal the golden treasure 
hidden in their secret mansion. With the help of her daugh-
ter Ju-young(BANG Min-ah), she succeeds in earning the 
trust of the family but it turns out to be a never ending bat-
tle. Can Ji-hye and Ju-young find the legendary treasure 
and start a new life?

CAST

UHM Jung-hwa
Doctor Cha (TV) |
OK! MADAM

SONG Sae-byeok
Special Delivery |
The Culprit | My Mister (TV)

BANG Min-ah
Snowball



3F, Su-mok Bldg A, 7,
Bongeunsa-ro 63-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06097, KOREA


